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Ben Affleck and Morgan Freeman star in "The Sum of All Fears." The movie is based on Tom Clancy's 
book of the same name. 
 
 
"The Sum of All Fears" is a victim of timing: It is a Tom Clancy/Jack Ryan political thriller, and in the 
middle of it terrorists set off a small nuclear bomb at the Super Bowl. It is depressing even to consider 
that on the day the final bell tolled at the World Trade Center, this movie opened.  

Analyzed as pure entertainment, "Sum" falls short of its predecessors, and, in tone, is a far cry 
from the birth of the series, "The Hunt for Red October." I watched that movie again over the 
weekend, and noted how much value was put on intelligence, thought and strategy, while 
most of the emphasis in "Sum" is placed on how quickly Ben Affleck, now playing Ryan, 
could negotiate nuclear rubble with a gun and a cell phone.  

Clancy purists worried that Affleck may bring down the franchise. He does not, because 
director Phil Alden Robinson ("Field of Dreams") has surrounded him with a large, veteran 
ensemble. Yet his performance is more headstrong than nimble-minded, and a comedown 
from Alec Baldwin and Harrison Ford.  

Now then, the film. It does feature Affleck as Ryan, albeit he is only a CIA analyst here. His 
knowledge is needed by CIA Director William Cabot (Morgan Freeman) when one Russian 
president drops dead and his successor, a man named Nemerov (Ciaran Hinds) talks a tough, 
return-to-communism game upon his induction. Ryan makes a case study of Nemerov, and 
seems to think differently.  

In a parallel story, we follow rich neo-Nazi terrorists (led by fine English actor Alan Bates) as 
they negotiate to buy a small, dirty nuclear bomb that was lost in the Israeli desert years ago. 
The idea: Blow it up in the U.S., make it seem like the Russians were to blame, and touch off 
a nuclear war between the two. Then, apparently, the neo-Nazis will swoop in, pick up the 
pieces, and lead a global government.  

One of the prime issues of the film is this plan. It is not a good one, and it has been altered 
drastically from Clancy's book, which used terrorists from the Middle East. In a sense, it's 
nice not to see that faction again depicted. But the neo-Nazis, while gaining some political 
clout in Europe right now, are not a suitable, believable alternative.  

The movie's trailers have chosen to divulge that the bomb in fact explodes in Baltimore and 
the scene depicting its devastation is swift, shocking, and well done. "Sum" then shifts into a 
race-against-the-clock thriller, where U.S. and Russian forces predictably up the ante toward 
full-scale disaster, while Ryan attempts to deliver the right information. The final hour is 



gripping only to an extent, because it is unoriginal - it's "Dr Strangelove," played straight. I 
prefer "Dr. Strangelove."  

There's a number of capable men here at work but, to turn a pun, "Sum" doesn't add up. 
Freeman needs to stop dancing about with the grand old man roles. As a director, Robinson 
employs an odd, opera-filled opening sequence, and then proceeds to rip-off the first scene 
from "War Games." Other times, his touch is too light. Consider the final shot of the film, 
with a picnic blanket and basket. Is it appropriate? Affleck is serviceable, but no more, and a 
romantic tie-in to his future wife Cathy (Bridget Moynahan - she has a future) does not work.  

Truth is, "The Sum of All Fears" does not aim to offend, and it is not entirely a waste of skills. 
To credit the filmmakers, the movie did not alter itself after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, and 
yet the movie's escapist tone does not take those events, or even its own events, into 
consideration very well. Of the four Jack Ryan pictures, "The Sum of All Fears" depicts the 
most carnage, and seems the least aware of that fact. 
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